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As indicated by the enclosed memorandum, the Commission 'urther revised

the implementation paragraph of the hydrogen control rule. For th9

information of the Board and parties, I am providing copies of this most

recent revision as well as the complete final rule which was sent to_the

Federal Register on January 22, 1985 for publication.
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MEMORANDUM FOR:_ William J. Dircks, Executive Director |

r Operations |

P[STAFFREQUIREMENTS-DISCUSSIONWITHSTAFFON
S uel J. Chilk, SecretaryFROM:

SUBJECT:
PUBLICATION OF FINAL AMENDMENTS TO 10 CFR PART
50 RELATED TO HYDROGEN CONTROL, 2:00 P.M.,
MONDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1984; AND DISCUSSION AND
VOTE ON THE HYDROGEN CONTROL RULE, 4:30 P.M.,
THURSDAY, JANUARY 17, 1985, COMMISSIONERS'
CONFERENCE ROOM, D.C. OFFICE (OPEN TO PUBLIC
ATTENDANCE)

The Commission discussed with the staff on December.10, 1984
the proposed publication of final amendments to 10 CFR Part 50
related to hydrogen control (SECY-83-357A).

At the December 10, 1984 meeting the Commission _ unanimously
approved publication of the final rule with modified wording on ,

implementation and subject to Commission review of the final
language in' writing. Subsequently, on January 17, 1985, the
Commission held an additional meeting (on short notice) to
discuss the language in_the implementation ~section.

During the January 17, 1985. Commission meeting the Commission
(with Chairman Palladino and Commissioners Roberts, Bernthal,.

'

and Zech agreeing) approved the final rule on hydrogen control
_ ith modified wording on implementation (atta,ched) . Commissionerw
Roberts while approving the substance of the rule, would have
preferred a-different wording of paragraph (c) (3) (vii) (B) which
would allow the Commission additional flexibility in approving
ta proposed implementation schedule for the requirements in
paragraph (c) (3) (iv) (a) . He felt that there does not appear to
be a safety justification for.6istinguishing between-the imple-
mentation schedule for operating plants and NTOL's. Commis-
sioner Asselstine, because of the modified wording on implemen-
tation, changed his vote on the rule to a disapproval. These -

votes were recorded in a short noticed meeting on January 17,
.1985.'
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REVISION TO SUBSECT:ON (c) (3) (viii OF*
. ,

EYDROGEN CONTROL RULE-

(vii) (A) By [ insert a date 120 days after the effective

date of the amendr.ent), each applicant for or holder of an

operating license subject to the requirements of paragraphs

(c) (3) (iv) , (v) and (vi) of this section shall develop and

submit to the Director of the Offic,e of Nuclear Reactor Regu-
,

lation a proposed schedule for meeting these requirements. The

schedule may be developed using integrated scheduling systems

- previously approved for the facility by the NRC.

(B) For each applicant for an operating license as of the ,

effective date of this section, the schedule shall provide for

compliance with the requirements of paragraph (c) (3) (iv) (A) of'-

this section prior to operation of the reactor in excess of 5

percent _ power. Completed final analyses are not necessary for

a staff determination that a plant is safe to operate at full

power provided that prior to such opera' tion an applicant has

provided a preliminary analysis which-the. staff has determined

provides a satisfactory bas-is for a decision to support interim

operation at full power.until the final analysis has been

|-
' completed. However, the record in this rulemaking shows that

such preliminary analyses are not necessary for a staff deter-

:
-

mination.that a plant is safe to operate at full power if the

staff has determined'for similar plants, referenced in this

notice of rulemaking, that similar systems provide a satis-
*

factory basis for a decision to support operation at full power

l '

until the preliminary analyses have been completed.'

'
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- (C) For those holders of operating licenses containing l'

license conditions on Hydrogen Control Measures covered by this

section, the schedule shall be consistent with those license

conditions, or approved amendments thereto.-

(D) For those facilities not having an NRC approved

integrated scheduling system,- a final schedule for meeting the

requirements of paragraphs (c) (3) (iv) , (v) and (vi) of this

section shall be established by the NRC staff within 90 days of

receipt of a proposed schedule from the licensee or applicant,

taking into account the current status of efforts at the

facility to comply with the requirements; analyses that may be

provided by applicants or licensees regarding the impacts of

these requirements on other scheduled plant modifications,

including any NRC-mandated safety modifications, and their

relative importance to safety; and the Commission's objective

that these requirements be complied with without undue delay.

.
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NbCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

10 CFR PART 50

Hydrogen Control Requirements

AGENCY:- Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ACTION: Final Rule.

SUMMARY: The Commission is amending its regulations to improve hydrogen control

capability for boiling water reactors with MARK III containments and for

pressurized water reactors with ice condenser containments. The amendments

require improved hydrogen control systems that can handle large amounts of

: hydrogen during and following an accident. For those of the above reactors not

relying upon an inerted atmosphere for hydrogen control, the rule requires that

certain systems and components be able to function during and following hydrogen

burning. The rule also req'uires affected licensees to submit analyses to the

Commission in support of the previous two requirements. The rule is needed to

improve'the capability of the indicated types of nuclear power reactors to

withstand the effects of a large amount of hydrogen generation and release to

containment from an accident, as occurred at Three Mile Island. The new

requirements will result in greater assurance that nuclear pcwer reactor

containments and safety systems and components will continue to function properly

so that reactors can be safely shut down following a Three Mile Island-type of

accident.

EFFECTIVE Df.TE: _

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Morton R. Fleishman, Office of Nuclear

-Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555,

Telephone 301-443-7516.

,

%_.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:*

Background

The Comission has taken numerous actions to correct the design and operational

limitations that were revealed by the accident at Three Mile Island, Unit 2

(TMI-2), which resulted in a severely damaged or degraded reactor core, in a

concomitant release of radioactive material to the primary coolant system, and in

a fuel cladding-water reaction causing the generation of a large amount of

hydrogen. Included in these actions are several rulemaking proceedings intended

to improve the hydrogen control capability of light-water nuclear pcwer reactors.

On December 23, 1981, the Comission published in the Federal Register

(46 FR 62281) a notice of proposed rulemaking on " Interim Requirements Related to

Hydrogen Control," inviting written comments or suggestions on the proposed rule

by February 22, 1982. A notice extending the comment period for an extra 45 days

to April 8, 1982, including editorial corrections, was published in the Federal

Register on February 25,1982(47FR8203). The notice concerned proposed,

amendments to 10 CFR Part 50, " Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization

Facilities," which would have required that:

a. Each boiling water reactor (BWR) with a Mark III type

containment and each pressurized water reactor (PWR) with an

ice condenser type containment be provided with a hydrogen

control system capable of handling an amount of hydrogen

equivalent to that which would be generated if there were at

lease a 75 percent fuel cladding-water reaction without loss

of_ containment integrity; _

b. Each boiling water reactor ard each pressurized water reactnr

that does not rely on an inerted atmosphere for hydrogen

control be provided with safety systems needed to establish

. - - . .. .. __ _ . . ._ .

''
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and maintain safe cold shutdown and maintain containment''

integrity that can function after the burning of substantial

amounts of hydrogen; and

Analyses be performed for the reactor categories mentionedc.

above to justify the hydrogen control systems selected and to

assure containment structural integrity and survivability of

needed safety systems during a hydrogen burn.

It should be noted that the proposed rule was not part of the separate,

long-term rulemaking on degraded or melted cores (the " severe accident

rulemaking") for which an advance notice of proposed rulemaking was published on

October 2, 1980 (45 FR 65474) and which was the subject of the " Proposed

Comission Policy Statement on Severe Accidents and Related Views on Nuclear

-Reactor Regulation," published in the Federal Register on April 23, 1983

(48 FR'16014).

::

General Coments

Twenty-eight persons submitted comments negarding the proposed amendments.

The coments and the SECY paper noted above are part of the public record and may

be examined and copied, for a fee, in the Commission's Public Document Room at

1717 H Street, NW. , Washington, D.C. A sumary of the coments and a coment

analysis are also available for inspection and copying, for a fee, in' the Public
-

Document Room.

The coments received have been carefully reviewed and . evaluated during

preparation of this final rule. The final rule contains revisions to the
_

The comenters-proposed rule that reflect consideration of these comments.

generally provided many. specific coments on all aspects of the proposed

- - - . . ;. . . .-

-- _..-- .____ -
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The following discussion represents a distillation of the Fore"
arendments.

significant comments.

Numerous commenters suggested that the implementation of the Hydrogen

Control Rule should be deferred until the severe accident rulemaking (see above)

when applicable research and probabilistic risk analyses (PRAs) will be

The Commission agrees with these comments relative to PWRs withcompleted.

largt, dry containments. Dry containment designs have a greater inherent

capability to accommodate large quantities of hydrogen because of their high

design pressure and large volume; therefore, for these designs the Commission

believes that rulemaking with regard to hydrogen control can be safely deferred

pending completion of NRC- and industry-sponsored research which includes

studying the effects of hydrogen burning at higher concentration to determine

effects on equipment survivability. Furthermore, with regard to systems and

components that must be able to function during and following hydrogen burning,

the fact that TMI-2 was shut down and maintained in a shutdown conditic:.
indicates that such systems and components did generally perform their functions

In addition, design improvements that have beenfollowing the burn event.

implemented as a result of NRC directives have served to reduced the likelihood

of a degraded core accident.

With regard to BWRs with Mark III containments and PWRs with ice condenser

containments, the Commission believes that these containments can safely

accommodate the burning in a single event of the hydrogen from about a 25 percent

metal-waterreaction.II However, since the TMI-2 accident showed that a 45-50

.

-
_

The basis for this belief is contained in SECY 80-107, " Proposed Interim
-1/ 22, 1980,

Hydrogen Control Requirements for Small Containments," February
which is available for inspection and copying for a fee at the
Commission's Public Document Room at 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

- . . . ... .. .- _, . L:- - - ; . '
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percent metal-water reaction was possible, the Comission believes that it is

necessary to enhance the hydrogen control capability for reactors with these

types of containments and that new regulations are required to ensure that the

proper design features are incorporated. Adoption of the final rule will also

formalize Comission regulatory decisions currently being applied on a

case-by-case basis in individual licensing proceedings and will provide the

needed basis for regulatory actions that cover licensing and continued operation
w

of the affected plants.

Several commenters stated that the 75 percent metal-water reaction required

to be assumed for design and analysis is unreasonably high based on evaluation of

the TMI-2 accident and analyses of recoverable degraded core accidents. I The

75 percent metal-water reaction chosen by the Commission is greater than that

which occurred during the TMI-2 accident; however, the primary intent of the rule

is to require containment designs that can accommodate accident sequences in

which hydrogen combustion poses a significant threat to containment integrity.

Consequently, the Commission believes it is prudent to specify a value

sufficiently greater than that which was estimated to have occurred at TMI-2 so

that there will be an appropriate margin of safety. The Comission feels

-2/~ See the following studies, available for inspection at the Comission's
Public Document Room at 1717 H Street, NW, Washington, D.C. Also NUREG
and NUREG/CR publications may be purchased from the NRC/GPO Sales Program
by calling (301) 492-9530. .

NUREG/CR2540, "A Method for the Analysis of Hydrogen and Steam Releases to
Containment During Degraded Core Cooling Accidents," February 1982

,

NUREG/CR-1219, " Analysis of the Three Mile Island Accident and Alternative
Sequences," January 1980

" Report on Hydrogen Control Accident Scenarios, Hydrogen Generation Rates
and Equipment Requirements," Rev.1, July 1982 - Submitted by the BWR/6
MARK III Hydrogen Control Owners Group.

.

.

, . . _ . . . - . .--
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confident that there will be an appropriate margin of safety. The Comission'

feels confident that the 75 percent value is representative of a limiting case

degraded core accident (beyond which a core melt is expected to occur under all

circumstances). Finally, the Comission sees no significant benefit in reducing

the metal-water reaction to a level such as 50 percent for those plants having

Mark III and ice condenser containments since the basic design of the heretofore

chosen igniter system would not change.

. A number of comenters recomended that the reouirement for a hydrogen

control system be revised to permit licensees the option of demonstrating

analytically that additional hydrogen control systems are not necessary because

of intrinsic design capabilities that reduce the likelihood of hydrogen

generation. While it is true that design features to reduce hydrogen generation

are necessary and desirable, the Comission still believes that, in order to cope

with unexpected events, there should be a solution to the hydrogen issue that

involves design features th:t ensure containment integrity, even if a large

amount of hydrogen is generated. Thus, while measures to prevent the generation

of large amounts of hydrogen are necessary and desirable, the Comission believes

that it is also necessary, depending upon containment design, to provide measures

to mitigate the effects of large amounts of hydrogen.

Some comenters indicated that, since the primary function of the

containment is to prevent excessive radiation dose to the public, the rule should

be modified to preclude the loss of containment function rather than to preclude

the loss of containment integrity. The Comission appreciates the fact that some

nuclear plants are designed with a multi-building, multi-barrier conc ~ept.that is
~

intended to prevent the leakage of radiation by diverse methods such as filtering

and scrubbing mechanisms, plate-out mechanisms, and containment sprays. However,

the Comission's safety philosophy remains the same; namely, the containment

._ _ _ _ , _ . _ _ _ . _ __ , .._ _

,
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should be designed to remain intact folicwing a recoverable degraded core*

accident in order to provide additional assurance that excessive radiation will

not be released. In other words, the Comission reaffirms its policy that the

prevention of excessive radiation dose to the public can best be assured by

maintaining a leak tight containment and that this, in turn, can be provided by

assuring that there is structural integrity with margin.

Some commenters stated that the criterion for containment structural

integrity is unnecessarily restrictive. They stated that it should not be

limited to the provisions of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, but should

permit the use of other methods such as realistic analyses using actual material '

properties. The Commission agrees with this coment and has modified the rule in

this regard. Section 50.44(c)(3)(iv) has been changed to indicate that

" containment structural integrity must be demonstrated by use of an analytical

technique that has been accepted by the NRC staff." The rule includes two

alternative methods as examples but does not preclude other methods that may be

shown to be acceptable to the Commission. Finite element analysis would be

acceptable for use with the methods considered.

It was suggested by some comenters that the rule snould address only

non-inerted, small-volume, low-pressure containments since, for these

containments, it would provide, at best, insignificant improvements-in safety.

The Comission agrees for the reasons indicated above; therefore, as indicated

previously, it has revised the rule to apply only to Mark III BWRs and ice

condenser PWRs.

A number of commenters stated that the rule ignores those post-TMI sucgested'

~

improvements which have been implemented and which reduce the likelihood of a

degraded core accident. In the case of PWRs with large dry containments, as
,

discussed above, the Comission believes that the post-TMI improvements, along

<

. . . . _ _ ... - .. . . . - . _ . . - .- ,.
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with the inherent strength of the containments, have indeed provided sufficient
.

safety to permit the delay of any additional rulemaking until completion of

cogoing research programs.

It has been recommended that in view of the small probability of occurrence
:

of local detonations as a result of various design features, the rule should

Thepermit licensees the option of demonstrating that local detonations.

Commission agrees and has modified paragraphs 50.44(c)(3)(v) and (vi) of the rule

appropriately.

Many commenters indicated that they believe the requirement that systems and

components that can function after a hydrogen burn be provided for " safe cold

shutdown" is unnecessary and is inconsistent with the licensing basis for most

operating plants which requires only " safe shutdown". Those commenters felt that

the safe shutdown criterion should not be an issue with regard to hydrogen

control, but that it should be considered in another forum. Because of the fact

that a degraded core accident is less likely than a design basis accident, the

Commission agrees that the requirement for cold shutdown may be overly

conservative. The licensing basis for most plants is, in fact, just safe

shutdown. The reference to cold shutdown has been deleted from the rule; but the

Commission notes that the issue of safe shutdown versus safe cold shutdown has

not yet been resolved. The issue is expected to be addressed within the context

of the resolution of Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-45, " Shutdown Decay Heat
=

Removal Requirements," which is the subject of current NRC staff effort.

Several comr. enters have suggested that the implementation schedules should

be made more realistic so that design changes logically follow after!the required

analyses are completed. The Commission agrees. The greatest relief, of course,-

has come by deferring implementation of the rule for PWRs with large dry

containments. However, the rule has also been revised to specify that each

_ - . - _ _ _
_ _ _ _ . __ . . . _ _,

, ,
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applicant and licensee subject to the rule shall propose a schedule, to the
.

Comission, for meeting the requirements. A final schedule for implanenting the

requirements shall be established by the NRC staff either in accord with a

previvusly approved integrated scheduling system or by accounting for the
Forrelative safety priorities and required licensing actions of each case.

those applicants about to receive an operating license the hydrogen control

system must be installed and operational prior to operation of the reactor in

excess of 5 percent power; however, a completed final supporting analysis may be

delayed provided a preliminary analysis has been provided and found acceptable by

Furthermore, if the NRC staff has previously determined forthe NRC staff.

similar plants referenced in this rulemaking that similar hydrogen control

systems are acceptable, they may, until the preliminary analysis is completed,

also find the hydrogen control system acceptable.

Some commenters noted that in the Supplementary Infomation accompanying the

proposed rule it was stated that the selection of the hydrogen control system

should be supported by comparative analyses of alternative systems to show their

relative advantages and disadvantages. They stated that this guidance is

inconsistent with Comission practice and is unnecessary. They felt that the

only requirement should be a demonstration that the selected. system is suitable

for its intended application.

The Comission agrees that this guidance was inconsistent with Comission

practice in the case of operating reactors and reactors for which operating
In the final rule,

licenses are about to be issued in the near-term.

5 50.44(c)(3)(vi) has been modified to delete the implication that comparative

analyses are required and to indicate that the analysis is intended to support -

the design of the hydrogen control system that is selected. Comparative analyses

of alternative systems are not required.

F? . . . - - . . .
. . . . .

_
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HYDROGEN CONTROL SYSTEMS [i 50.44(c)(3)(iv)]-.

As originally proposed, applicants and licensees with boiling water reactor

(EWR) facilities with Mark III type containments and pressurized water reactor

(PWR) facilities with ice condenser type containments, for which construction

permits were issued prior to March 28, 1979, are required to install hydrogen

control systems capable of accommodating an amount of hydrogen equivalent to that

generated from the reaction of 75 percent of the fuel cladding (surrounding the
Theactive fuel region) with water, without loss of containment integrity.

particular type of hydrogen control system to be selected is left to the

discretion of the applicant or licensee; however, the NRC must find it acceptable

based upon suitable programs of experiment and analysis. The design of the

selected system must be supported by the analyses which are to submitted as part

of the analyses required under 9 50.44(c)(3)(vi). The system that is proposed

and approved must safety accommodate large amounts of hydrogen, and operation of

the system, either intentionally or inadvertently, must not further aggravate the
Ascourse of an accident or endanger the plant during normal operations.

discussed previously, the amount of hydrogen to be assumed in the design of the

hydrogen control system is that amount generated when 75 percent of the fuel ,

cladding surrounding the active fuel-region reacts with water.

As discussed above, the limited method proposed to demonstrate containment

structural integrity has been expanded. Containment structural integrity may now

be demonstrated by use of an analytical technique that has been accepted by the

NRC staff. For example, finite element analysis is one acceptable technique for

use with the methods considered. One of the acceptable methods is the use of the

applicable ASME Boiler and Fressure Vessel Code. However, the Commission will
-

accept other methods, provided that convincing evidence is presented regarding

their suitability.

. _ _ . . - _ _ . . _ . . .. . .. .. ..
, _ . . . . _ . , . . _
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Other changes from the proposed rule are the relaxation of the-

implementation schedule to one that has been mutually agreed upon by the licensee

and the NRC staff, and the elimination of the word " cold" in the phrase " safe

cold shutdown."
,

SYSTEMSANDCOMPONENTS[l50.44(c)(3)(v)]

At the time the proposed rule was issued for comment, the Commission

indicated that it was considering a two-step approach to address " qualification"

(as defined below) of those systems and components that must be able to function

during and after a hydrogen burn. For the reasons explained below, the

Commission did not choose this two-step approach. As the proposed first step,

there would have been a demonstration that these systems and components could

" survive" the hydrogen burn and continue to be able to perform their safety

This step would not have entailed that these systems and componentsfunction.
The proposed

actually be qualified pursuant to NRC's qualification program.
.

second step would have entailed the actual " qualification" of these systems and

The conceptual differences between systems and components.

components.

demonstrated to be " survivable" and systems and components demonstrated to be

" qualified" were also described.

The Commission specifically sought comments on the use of the two-step

approach for defining standards, on the " survivability" and " qualification"
There were

approaches themselves, and on proposals for implementation schedules.

numerous comments in response to this request. The overwhelming reaction was

that the two-step approach to reaching a survivability determination is

unwarranted.and will unnecessarily escalate the costs to industry. Man'y _

commenters felt that a straightforward survivability approach would be
In view of the smallerappropriate provided reasonable guidelines are specified.

likelihood of a degraded core accident as compared to a design basis cccident,

_ _ _ _- - , - - . - - - . . . . . _ . - . , _ _ _ _
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which has been reduced further by post-TMI improvements, the Commission has

decided to forego the two-step approach previously described. The Commission now

believes, in view of the recent issuance of 10 CFR 50.49, " Environmental

Qualification of Electrical Equipment Important to Safety," that there is no

significant difference between demonstrating survivability and demonstrating

qualification. Paragraph (f) of 9 50.49 describes several methods, one of which

must be used, for qualifying electrical equipment important to safety. For

example, for those licensees which have already demonstrated survivability, as

described in the Supplementary Information of the notice of proposed rulemaking

for this rule on hydrogen control requirements (46 FR 62281, Dec. 23, 1981), the

qualification methods described in paragraphs (f)(2) and (f)(4) of 6 50.49 could

be-used to show that the systems and components have been qualified. In this

regard, the margins considered adequate for a degraded core accident are less

than those considered adequate for a design-basis accident due to the lower

prcbability of occurrence of a degraded core accident.

The Commission now views " qualification" as the generation and maintenance .

of evidence using tests and analyses to assure-that systems and components will

In the case of a.

operate on demand to meet system performance requirements.

hydrogen burn environment, this means that there must be adequate evidence that

systems and components necessary to establish and maintain safe shutdown and to

aintain containment integrity are capable of performing their functions duringm

and after exposure to the environmental conditions created by the~ postulated

accident, including the burning of hydrogen. Qualification may be de'monstrated
_

-

in a manner acceptable to the Commission using a combined approach of analysis

and testing. Thus, an acceptable thermal analysis would have to be perforced for

the containment in order to determine the thermal response of the components

during a hydrogen burn. This thermal response should then be compared to the

_. u . . ,._.m _ . . . - . . . . . _ _ _ . _ _ . _ . --._ - - . ..-

_
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thermal response the components had during their qualification testing. The

licensee should then demonstrate that the qualification thermal response

envelopes the thermal response during a hydrogen burn. Selected tests should

also be perfor ed at predicted hydrogen burn conditions (or, other tests

previously performed may be referenced if demonstrated to be applicable) to

reasonably assure the Commission that the systems and components are qualified to

perform their functions during and following a hydrogen burn. The demonstrations

of survivability accepted by the staff for Sequoyah and McGuire without more'

testing, analysis or documentation are equivalent to demonstrations of

qualification for a hydrogen burn event, and the staff does not require any other

submittal from the licensees except for the previously identified confirmatory

items.

Paragraph 50.44(c)(3)(v) applies to those Mark III BWRs and ice condenser

PWRs that do not have an inerted containment atmosphere for hydrogen control. At

present, this includes all Mark III BWRs and ice condenser PWRs, since no

applicant or licensee has as yet elected to use the inert.ing option for these

plants. The systems and components that must be qualified for a hydrogen burn

are those needed (a) to shut down the reactor and bring it to and maintain it in

a safe shutdown condition, and (b) to prevent loss of containment integrity.

These systems and components can be further categorized as follows:

Systems and components mitigating the consequences of the accident;a.

b. Systems and components needed for maintaining integrity of the containment

_ pressure boundary; .

Systems and components needed for maintaining the core in a safe condition;
~

c.

and

d. Systems and corrponents needed for monitoring the course of the accident.

._ -- . _ _ ._ . _ _ . .. _ ___. _ ~... .. _. _ ___ .. . _ . _

,
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As discussed previously, these systems and components are described as

bringing the reactor to " safe shutdown" rather than " safe cold shutdown."

Furthermore, tiie schedule for implementation has been changed to one that has

been trutually agreed upon by the licensee and the NRC staff. Finally, the rule

has been revised to indicate that the environmental conditions to be assumed for

a hydrogen burn do not have to include the effect of local detonations if it is

shown to the Comission's satisfaction that local detonations are unlikely to

occur.

ANALYSES [650.44(c)(3)(vi)]

In the proposed rule, the Comission included a description of three

different approaches concerning the supplementary guidance to be provided for

performing the required analyses for the design of the hydrogen control system.

+ These were (a) analyses of different accident scenarios, (b) analyses of a single

accident scenario with variation of key parameters, and (c) analyses using an

" envelope of time histories of hydrogen and steam release rates" to be supplied

by the Ccar.ission. The Commission requested coments concerning which of the

approaches was preferred as well as suggestions regarding improvements or other

. alternatives.

There was no preponderance of coments leaning toward a particular approach;

however, the first two approaches appeared to have greater support. Furthermore,

many commenters felt that there should be flexibility in the approach to be used

and in the selection of the accident scenarios.
It was also suggested that the

accident scenarios should be considered in order of importance using PRA
_

_

techniques.

Based on the comments received and in consideration of the improved

calculational data base now available, the Comission has decided to adopt the

. . . . - . . . . . . . . . - - ... .----- -- --.. .. . - - --. - . - . . . .-
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second approach; applicants and licensees need not use the first or third

approaches.

In the selected approach, a base sequence will be identified by the licensee

or applic. ~ based on the hydrogen threat to containment integrity. Key aspects
,

of this sequence should then be parametrically varied by the licensee or
Thisapplicant in determining the acceptability of the containment response.

.

will provide a wider range of parameters than that of the selected base sequence~

alone. The acceptability of the analyses used in this approach depends on the

selection and range of the parameters being varied. A range must be chosen which

includes the effects of recovery from the degraded condition. It is expected

that each applicant or licensee will review its analytical approach with the NRC

staff and arrive at a mutually agreeable method for performing the analyses.

As an example, in the recent Sequoyah case M , the applicant based its

initial analysis on an accident sequence involving a small break LOCA followed by

loss of ECCS (S 0), with a typical average hydrogen release rate of about 20
2

pounds per minute, which the NRC staff considered to be representative of the

accident. However, several concerns remained open. Among these were the

possibilities that: (1) other scenarios might present schedules of steam and

hydrogen release riot covered by the analysis chosen; (2) steam inerting might

occur at some time during the sequence allowing large concentrations of hydrogen

to develop; (3) the recovery period might produce an exceptionally large burst of

steam or hydrogen; and (4) hydrogen might be released after the loss of the ice
-

heat sink.
-

_

NUREG-0011, Supplement No. 6, " Safety Evaluation Report Related to the
-3/

'

Operation of Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2," November 1982.
Available for inspection at the Commission's Public Document Room at 1717
H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

_ _ . _ _ . _ , , . ,, _

.
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In the Sequcyah case, the applicant broadened the studies to include higher
Therates of steam and hydrogen release and releases after the ice melted.

broadened calculations included hydrogen release rates as high as 6 lb. per
It was shownsecond under representative steam conditions, with and without ice.

that a representative selection of scenarios would be bounded by the broadened

release rates, including an intermediate break LOCA with loss of ECC (5 D), a3

small break LOCA with loss of containment heat removal (5 G), a transient loss of2

main feedwater and loss of all AC power (T 0 ), and a transient loss of mainB2
The stafffeedwater, loss of auxiliary feedwater and loss of the ECC (T lD).g

concluded that the coverage of these additional scenarios was sufficient to

assure that the hydrogen associated with a representative group of degraded core

situations could be managed acceptably using the ignition systems.

As another example, in the McGuire case O, hydrogen release rates up to 4.3

lb. per second under represantative steam conditions were considered and the S D2

releases were analyzed with and without ice. The results were considered

acceptable by the staff.

The staff has accepted ac-powered igniters without requiring a backup power

supply in the two examples cited above. This judgment was based upon the staff's
,

perception that the incremental risk reduction associated with provision of the

igniter system backup power supply did not warrant the additional cost at these
Provision of a backup power supply is not required byparticular facilities.

this rule.
.

-

__

NUREG-0422, Supplement No. 7, " Safety Evaluation Report Related to
a

Available4/
Operation of McGuire Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2," May 1983.
for inspection at the Coanission's Public Document Room at 1717 H Street,
NW, Washington, D.C.

. _ __ _ _. _. ... .
, _

,
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It is apparent that applicants and licenrees with conceptually different

reactors may have to address other scenarios. The appropriate details for Mark

III BWRs, for example, are ' currently being worked out through interaction between

the NRC staff and applicants.

Previously approved generic or reference analyses may be employed in lieu of

plant specific analyses where the generic analyses can be shown to be applicable.

It is believed that the adoption of the above approach will eliminate the need

for repetitive calculation of accident scenarios.

DISSENTING VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE

I voted to approve publication of the Commission's final hydrogen control rule on

and I continue to support the version of the rule that wasDecember 10, 1984,
However, I cannot support

approved unanimously by the Commission on that date.

the Commission's final rule being published today because of a significant

substantive change in the rule that was made by my colleagues at the eleventh
.

%

hour.-

The change adopted by the Commission majority adds the following new sentence to

the implementation provisions of subsection 50.44 (c) (3) (vii)(B) of the rule:

However, the reccrd in this rulemaking shows that such preliminary
analyses are not necessary for a staff determination that a plant is -

safe to operate at full power if the staff has determined for similar
plants, referenced in this notice of rulemaking, that similar systems
provide a satisfactory basis for a decision to support operation at
full power until the preliminary analyses have been completed.

g-- y .- . . - ....._:__- _ _ _ __
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- Under this provision, so long as the license applicant's plant is similar

to the Sequoyah and McGuire plants (the two ice condenser pressurized water e

reactor plants referenced in this notice of rulemaking with staff-approved

hydrogen control systems) and uses a hydrogen control system similar to the

igniter systems used in those two plants, the applicant need not submit,

and the NRC staff need not approve, a preliminary analysis of the adequacy

of the hydrogen control system prior to the full-power operation of the

The practical effect of this new sentence is to deny intervenors inplant.

some nuclear powerplant operating license procee' dings the opportunity for a

hearing on the adequacy of the hyrodgen control measures and analyses
The imediate purpose ofsupporting interim operation of these plants.

this change is to bolster the Comission's. litigation position concerning

the handling of hyrodgen control issua.' in one such proceeding -- the

operating license proceeding for ti.e Catawba plant -- the only plant to
.

which this sentence appears to apply.

There are two problems with the Comission majority's actions that lead me

to disapprove the revised rule. First, members of the public were not

afforded a fair opportunity to coment on the option of using the

Comission's final hydrogen control rule as a means to eliminate the

opportunity to litigate the adequacy of hydrogen control systems and

analyses in individual nuclear powerplant operating license proceedings.

The Commission's proposed rule published for coment on Decer.ber 23, 1981

would not have affected the opportunity of intervenors to obtain a hearing

on the adebuacy of hydrogen control systems and analyses to support interim
-

plant operation, and neither the Comission's proposed rule nor the

accompanying supplementary information made any mention of this

. - - - - - . . - - - - -
-
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possibility. To the contrary, the supplementary information on the>

proposed rule, although stating the Comission's general conclusion that

there is sufficient infomation available to warrant interim approval of

deliberate ignition systems for ice condenser plants, emphasized the need

for individual licensees to demonstrate certain plant-specific elements,

including the ability of essential equipment to continue to function during

and after a hydrogen burn. Moreover, the supplementary information clearly

recognized that the adequacy of hydrogen control systems for certain types

of plants (those with ice condenser and Mark III containments) is a

significant safety issue affecting full-power operation of these plants.

Thus, the proposed rule when read together with the Comission's

contemporaneous practice of allowing case-by-case adjudication of hydrogen

control issues clearly did not put anyone on notice that the Comission

rr.ight use the rule to prohibiz litigation of this issue in proceedings. The

Comission, then, effectively denied members of the public the opportunity

to comment on this significant aspect of the final rule.
.

'

Second, it is inappropriate for the Comission to use this rulemaking in an

effort to bolster its litigation position in the Catawba operating license

proceeding. The Comission's interest in using this rulemaking proceeding

to restrict the case-by-case litigation of hydrogen control issues only

developed after the Comission became aware of a potential litigation

problem in the Catawba operating license proceeding caused by the Lic6nsing

Board's refusal to allow intervenors to litigate the adecuacy of the _

Catawba hydrogen control system and analyses supporting interim operation

of the plant. The Comission is again tailoring a generic rulemaking to

solve a case-specific litigation problem. Further, this last-minute effort

___;...
.
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to provide another basis for rejecting the intervenor's hydrogen control
.

contentions in the Catawba case is inappropriate and unseemly, and

represents still another example of the Comission's hostility to public

participants in our licensing proceedings. For the foregoing reasons, I

cannot support the revised rule being published by the Comission today.

Apart from these concerns, there are two other deficiencies in the final

rule that I would have corrected. (!owever, these two further deficiencies

would not have led me to disapprove the rule. First, the rule is limited

to boiling water reactors with Mark III containments and pressurized water

reactors with ice condenser containments, and fails to include pressurized

water reactors with large dry containments. For the reasons set forth

below, I believe that the portions of the rule dealing with equipment

survivability and containment integrity should apply to pressurized water

reactors with large dry containments as well.

This rule establishes a 75 percent metal-water reactor level as the prudent

standard to be assumed for the design and analysis of hydrogen control

systems that are necessary to ensure no undue risk to the public health and

safety. A fundamental element in setting the 75 percent metal-water

reaction limit is the assumption that sufficient equipment will survive a

hydrogen burn or detonation to arrest the course of the accident.and

thereby prevent a degraded core accident from proceeding to an accident

involving ir_elting of the reactor core -- an accident that could involve the -

generation of much more hydrogen than would be associated with a 75 percent

metal-water reaction. In addition, the rule adopts as a principal

._u-. - - , - - --- - s-- -.
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objective maintaining a leak tight containment following a hydrogen burn or

detonation.

At the same time, the rule recognizes that a hydrogen burn or detonation in

the containment could damage equipment, cables or pen?trations in a manner

that would impair (r' eliminate the capability to arrest the accident or
For this reason,

that would result in the loss of containment integrity.

the rule requires in paragraph 50.44 (c) (3) (v) that licensees for plants

covered by the rule demonstrate that equipment needed to establish and

maintain safe shutdown and to maintain containment integrity will survive a

hydrogen burn.

These concerns regarding the survivablity of equipment, cables and

penetrations following a hydrogen burn apply with equal force to
The systems and

pressurized water reactors with large dry containments.

components necessary to establish and maintain safe shutdown capability and

~. containment integrity for reactor desig,'S in large dry containments are

essentially the same as those systems and components in the plants with ice

Similarly, the potential for the generation of
condenser containments.

hydrogen from a 75 percent metal-water reaction is essentially the same in
In addition, the

plants with large dry and ice condenser containments.

systems and components in plants with large dry containments are at least

as susceptible to damage from a hydrogen burn produced in a 75 perce'nt

metal-water reaction as are the systems and components in plants with ice
-

-

.In fact, given that large dry containments willcondenser containments.

have no required hydrogen control system to cope with large-quantities of

hydrogen, higher concentrations of hydrogen can be formed in large dry
,

. _ _ _ . . _ . _W---- - . . . -. . . . . _ _
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containments before a random event ignites the hydrogen than would be the
.

case for plants with ice condenser containments and a hydrogen control

Thus, the environmental conditions in large dry containments couldsystem.

be more challenging than those in the plants with ice condenser

containments.

For these reasons, i would have applied the equipment survivability and

contair. ment integrity provisions of paragraph 50.44 (c) (3) (v) to
Additional

pre.ssurized water reactors with large dry containments as well.

research may well be useful in confirming the accuracy of licensees'-

analyses on equipment survivablity and containment penetration performance,

but this ongoing research should not serve as an excuse for delaying the

imposition of the equipment survivability and containment integrity' ,

requirements of the rule for plants with large dry containments.

Second, I would have revised the rule to specify that the hydrogen control

sy' stems required by the rule be automatically initiated based upon plant
This change would have

parameters deemed acceptable by the,,NRC staff.

eliminated the need to rely on operator action to activate the hydrogen-

- .

control system.

.
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CHAIPMAN PALLADIN0'S STATEVENT
.

ON HYDR 0 GEN CONTROL RULEMAKING

I have the following coments regarding the dissenting views of Comissioner

Asselstine:.

Notice Of Proposed Rulemaking

One of the purposes of rulemaking is to address and resolve issues so that they

are not the subject of litigation in particular licensing cases unless the final

rule prov' ides for that result.

With respect to the hydrogen control rule, the Comission stated in the Notice of

Proposed Rulemaking, "The Comission concludes, based on available information,

that the issues are sufficieritly resolved to warrant interim approval of
The rulemaking notice

deliberate ignition systems for ice condenser plants."

also made reference to the deliberate . ignition systems installed at the Sequoyah

and McGuire plants.
.

.

Regarding the Catawba operating license proceeding, the intervenors were placed

on actual notice on at least two occasions of the hydrogen control rulemaking.

On the first occ,asion -- March 5,1982 -- the Licensing Board, in ruling on

pending petitions for intervention, declined to ' admit contentions because the
,

issue they add' essid was being considered in the hydrogen . control rulemaking.
'

r

The second occasion came on December 1, 1982 in a second Licensing Board ruling

on contentions, where the Board stated that the hydrogen control rulerraking
-

~

.

directly addressed the intervenors' hydroge'n concerns.
,

,

-

.

4

+
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2 oc not believe_that issues which have been addressed in the hydrogen control
.

rulemaking should be the subject of case-specific litigation.

Coverage Of The Rule
'

.Two specific technical . concerns raised by Commissioner Asselstine were: (1)the

rule fails .to include pressurized water reactors (PWR's) with large dry

containments, and (2) the rule failed.to require that hydrogen control systems be

automatically initiated. These were specifically addressed during the rulemaking

process..

The scope of the rule was limited to include non-inerted boiling water reactors

L(BWR) III and ice condenser PWR designs and to specifically exclude inerted BWR I
,

and BWR~II designs and large containment PWR designs. Regarding' inclusion of-

large dry PWR containment designs, the need for additional regulation is being

deferred to the time of the severe accident rulemaking decision since hydrogen
,

control is not considered to be an immediate safety concern.

. .

.,

Regarding the need for automation, the advantages and disadvantages of manual vs'
.

automatic actuation of the distributed igniter systems were evaluated ~as part of
.

the rulemaking, and manual actuation was concluded to be acceptable.

.

* .
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REGULATORY ANALYSIS
.

The Comission has prepared a regulatory analysis for this regulation. The

analysis examines the costs and benefits of the rule as considered by the

Comission. A copy of the regulatory analysis is available for inspection and

copying for a fee at the NRC Public Document Room, 1717 H Street, N.W.,

Washington, D.C. Single copies of the analysis may be obtained from Morton R.

Fleishman, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Comission, Washington, D.C. 20555 Telephone (301) 443-7616.

PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT

This final rule imposes information collection requirements that are subject

to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (44 U.S.C. 3501, et seq.) Tlase

requirements were approved by the Office of Management and Budget. Approval

Number 3150-0011.

REGULATORY FLEXIBILITY ACT

In accordance with the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980, 5 U.S.C. 605(b),

the Comission hereby certifies that this rule will not, if promulgated, have a
,

This rulesignificant economic * impact on a substantial number of small entities.

affects only the' licensing and operation of nuclear power plants. The companies

that own these plants do not fall within the scope of the definition of "Small

entities" set forth in the Regulatory Flexibility Act or the Small Business Size
'

Standards set out in regulations issued by the Small Business Administration at
'

.

13'CFR Part 121. Since these companies are dominant in their service areas, this

rule does not fall within the purview of the act.
-

_
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LIST OF SUBJECTS IN 10 CFR PART 50
.

Antitrust, Classified information, Fire prevention, Incorporation by
,

!Reference, Intergovernmental relations, Nuclear power plants and reactors,
l

Penalty, Radiation protection, Reactor siting criteria, and Reporting require-
i

ments.

Accordingly, notice is hereby given tnat, pursuant to the Atomic Energy

Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, and

section 553 of Title 5 of the United States Code, the following amendments to

10 CFR Part 50 are published as a document subject to codification.
.

PART 50--DOMESTIC LICENSING OF PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION FACILITIES

~1. The authority citation for Part 50 continues to read as follows:

i AUTHORITY: Secs. 103, 104, 161, 182, 183, 186, 189, 68 Stat. 936-937,

948, 953, 954, 955, 956, as amended, sec. 234, 83 Stat. 1244, as amended

(42 U.S.C 2133, 2134, 2201, 2232, 2233, 2236, 2239, 2282); secs. 201,

202, 206, 88 Stat. 1242, 1244, 1246, as amended (42 U.S.C. 5841, 5842, 5846)

unless otherwise noted.

Section 50.7 also issued unde ~r Pub. L. 95-601, sec.10, 92 Stat. 2951

(42U.S.C.5851). Sections 50.57[d), 50.58, 50.91 and 50.92 also issued under
.

Pub. L. 97-415,96 Stat 2071,2073(42U.S.C.2133,2239). Section 50.78 also

issuedundersec.~122,68 Stat.939,(42U.S.C.2152). Sections 50.80-50.81

alsoissuedundersee184,68 Stat.954,asamended(42U.S.C.2234). Sections

50.100-50.102 alsoissuedundersec.186,68 Stat.955(42U.S.C.2236).

For the purposes of sec. 223, 68 Stat. 958, as amended (42 U.S.C 2273), ,

il50.10(a),(b),and(c), 50.44, 50.46, 50.48, 50.54, and 50.80(a) are issued.'

under sec.161b, 68 Stat. 948, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(b)); il 50.10(b) and,

.

1

.

.
.

- - - u .. . _
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1611, 68 Stat. 949, as amended (42 U.S.C.
(c) and 50.54 are issued under sec.'

2201(i); and %% 50.55(e), 50.59(b), 50.70, 50.71, 50.72, 50.73, and 50.78 are

1610, 68 Stat. 950, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(o)).
issued. under sec.

In % 50.44, paragraph (c)(3) is revised by adding new paragraphs (iv),2.

(v), (vi) and (vii) to read as follows:

%50.44 Standards for. combustible gas control system in light water u oled power
!

reactors.'

*****

(c)(3)***
reactor

(iv)'(A) Each licensee with a boiling light-water nuclear peva*
aized

with a Mark III type of containment and each licensee with a pre

light-water nuclear power reactor with an ice condenser type of containment
>

issued a construction permit before March 28, 1979, shall provide its nuclear

power reactor with a hydrogen control system justified by a suitable program of
'

The hydrogen control system must be capable ofexperiment and analysis.

handling without loss of containment structural integrity an amount of hydrogen
,

equivalent to that generated from a metal-water reaction involving 75% of the
fuel cladding surrounding the active fuel region (excluding the cladding

"

~

surrounding the plenum volume).

(B) Containment structural integrity must be demonstrated by use of an'

This demonstration
analytical technique that is accepted by the NRC~ staff.

must include sufficient supporting justification to show that the technique
'

-.

This
describes the' containment response to the structural loads ihvolved.

'

method could include the use of actual material properties with suitable
-

margins to account for uncertainties in modeling, in material properties, la
.

Another method could include a showing .constructi n tolerances, and so on.

t

.e

* *
* ' * +- - . _- , , ,
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that the following specific criteria of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
.-

Code are met:

(1) That steel containments meet the requirements of the ASME Boiler and
|

Pressure Yessel Code (Edition and Addenda as incorporated by reference in para- !

graph 50.55a(b)(1) of this part), specifically in Section III, Division 1

Subsubarticle NE-3220, Service Level C Limits, considering pressure and dead

load alone (evaluation of instability is not required); and

(2_) That concrete containments meet the requirements of the ASME Boiler

and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Division 2, Subsubarticle CC-3720, Fac-

tored Load Category, considering pressure and dead load alone.
'

(C) Subsubarticle NE-3220, Division 1, and subsubarticle CC-3720, Divi-

sion 2, of Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, referenced

in paragraphs (c)(3)(iv)(B)(1) and (c)(3)(iv)(B)(2) of this section -have been

approved for incorporation by reference by the Director of the Office of the

Federal Register. A notice cf any changes made to the material inco"porated by

reference will be published in the Federal Register. Copies of the ASME Boiler

and Pressure Vessel Code may be purchased from the American Society of Mechan-

icalEngineers,UnitedEngineeringjenter,345 East 47thStreet,NewYork,N.Y.~

. 10017. It is also available for inspection at the Nuclei.r Regulatory Com-

mission's Public Document Room,1717 H Street N.W., Washington, D.C.

(D_) If the hydrogen control system relies on post-accident inerting, the
'

containment strueture must be capable of withstanding the increased pressure:

(1,) During the accident, where is is acceptable to show that it does not
'

exceed Service Level C L'imits or the Factored Load Category (as described in ,

paragraph (c~)(3)(iv)(B) of this section; and
-

.

(2,) Following inadvertent full inerting during normal plant operations, .

where it is acceptable to sho*w that it does not exceed'either the Service Level
.

.

.

.

_ .. . . . .
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A Limits of Subsubarticle NE-3220 (for a steel containment) or the Service Load
,

Category of Subsubarticle CC-3720 (for a concrete containment).

(3_) Modest deviations from the criteria in paragraph (c)(3)(iv)(D) of this

section will be considered by the Comission if good cause is shown.

(E) If the hydrogen control system relies on post-accident inerting, the

systems and components required to establish and maintain safe shutdown and

containment integrity must be designed and qualified for the environment caused

by such inerting. Furthermore, inadvertent full inerting during normal plant

operations must not adversely affect systems and components needed for safe

' operation of the plant.

(v) (A) EachlicenseewithaboilingligEt-waternuclearpowerreactor

with a Mark III type of containment and each licensee with a pressurized

light-water nuclear power reactor with an ice condenser type of containment

issued a construction permit'before March 28, 1979, for a reactor that does not

rely upon an inerted atmosphere to control hydrogen inside the containment ,
~

shall provide its nuclear power reactor with systems and components necessary

to establish and e.aintain safe shutdown and to maint:in cantainment integrity.

These systems and cbmponents must be capable of performing their functions dur-

ing and after exposure to the environmental conditions, created by the burning

of hydrogen. Environmental conditions cau' sed by local detonations of hydrogen

must also be included, unless such detonations can be shown unlikely~to occur.
,

(B) 'The amount of hydrogen to be considered is equivalent to that gen-
,

erated from a metal-water reaction involving 75% of the fuel cla'dding surround- ,

ing the active fuel region (excluding the cladding surrounding the plenum vol-
~ ~

ume).
~ ~

.

(vi) -(A) Each applicant for or holder of an operating license for a ,

boiling light-water nuclear power reactor with a Mark III type of contsinment

.

O O e
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,

or for a pressurized light-water nuclear power reactor with an ice condenser
,

type of containment issued a construction permit before March 28, 1979, shall

submit an analysis to the Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

(B) The analysis required by paragraph (c)(3)(vi)(A) of this section must:

(1) Provide an evaluation of the consequences of large amounts of hydro-

gen generated after the start of an accident (hydrogen resulting from the

metalwater reaction of up to and including 75% of the fuel cladding surrounding

the active fuel region, excluding the cladding surrounding the plenum volume)

and include consideration of hydrogen control measures as appropriate;

(2,) Include the period of recovery from the degraded condition;

(3) UseaccidentscenariosthatareaccektedbytheNRCstaff. These
'

scenarios must be accompanied by sufficient supporting justification to show

! that they describe the behavior of the reactor system during and.following an

accident resulting in a degraded core.

(4) Support the design of the hydrogen control system selected under

paragraph (c)(3)(iv) of this section; and,

- ( 5_) Show that for those reactors described in paragraph (c)(3)(iv) of' -

this section that do not rely upon an inerted atmosphere to control hydrogen
,

inside the containment:-

(i) The containment structural integrity as described in paragriph -

.

! (c)(3)(iv) of this Section will be| maintained; and

(ii,) Systems and components necessary to establish and maintain safe shut-

down and to maintain containment integrity will be capable of performing their

functions during and after exposure to the environmental conditions created by

.the burning of hydrogen, including the*effect of local detonations, unless such -

; detonations can be shown unlikely to occur. .

-
.
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(vii) ( A) By (insert a date 120 days after the effective'

.

date of the amendment] , each applicant for or holder of an

operating license subject to the requirements of~ paragraphs

(c) (3) (iv) , (v) and (vi) of this section shall develop and
submit to the Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regu-

lation a proposed schedule for meeting these requirements. The
r

schedule may be developed using integrated scheduling systems

previously approved for the facility by the NRC.

(B) For each applicant for an operating license as of the

effec.tive date.of this section, the schedule shall provide for

compliance with the requirements of paragraph (c) (3) (iv) (A) of

this section prior to operation of the reactor in excess of 5

percent power. Completed final analyses are not necessary for

a staff determination.that a plant is safe to operate at full

power provided that prior to such operation an applicant has

provided a preliminary analysis which the staff has determined

provides a satisfactory basis for a decision to support interim
operation at f.ull power until the final analysis has been

completed. However, the record in this rulemaking shows that

such preliminary analyses are not necessary for a staff deter-
mination that a plant is safe to operate at full power if the
staff has determined for similar plants, referenced in this

.

notice of.rulemaking, that similar systems provide a

satisfactory basis for a decision to support operation at full

power until the preliminary analyses have been completed. -

.
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(C) For those holders of operating licenses containing

license conditions on Hydrogen Control Measures covered by this
,

section, the schedule shall be consistent with those license

conditions, or approved amendments thereto.

(D) L or those f acilities not having an NRC approved

integrated scheduling system, a final schedule for meeting the
J

requirements of paragraphs (c) ( 3) (iv) , (v) and (vi) of this
section shall be established by the NRC staff within 90 days of

receipt of a proposed schedule from the licensee or applicant,

taking into account the current status of efforts at the
facility to comply with the requirements; analyses that may be

provided by applicants or licensees regarding the impacts of

these requirements on other scheduled plant modifications,

including any NRC-mandated safety modifications, and their

relative importance to safety; and the Commission's objective

that these requirements be complied with without undue delay.

Dated at Washington, D.C.'this /TI day of January, 1985.

For\heNuclear e,gulatory Commission
'

*
.

\- - y ,<

Samuel J .'s Chilk* '

Secretary of the Commission-
.
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